Khan Academy-Style Mini-Lectures with CONSTANT COMPREHENSION EVALUATION

MONDAY Online Quizes Due
TUESDAY NEW Mini-Lectures that RE-EXPLAIN MISSED CONCEPTS
WEDNESDAY New QUIZZES on Same Material
FRIDAY CUMULATIVE, COMPREHENSIVE EXAMS

SUPERMEMO®
BREAK the LIMITS of our MEMORY CAPABILITIES USING SPACED REPETITION because

The best time to create LONGTERM memories is to recall (recreate) them at the moment you are about to FORGET!

FLASH CARDS, VIDEOS, MATCHING DIAGRAMS
SuperMemo uses an algorithm to figure out a student’s FORGETTING CURVE and every day, presents questions the student is just about to forget

Socratic Small Groups
10am Assigned group of 4-5 students gathers. Presented with 5-10 questions covering the week’s material. Work together until EVERY student understands.
12:00-12:30pm Instructor joins group. Asks questions to synthesize concepts. Assesses understanding, explains topics. Re-questions students.